
Thinkspace Projects Presents Two New Solo Shows Plus More New Work
Gallery One | Jack Shure | Soul Sanitizer

Gallery Two | Reen Barrera | Cluster Fudge
Viewing Room | New Works From Lucas Lobo

‘Tomb of Young Greaseball’ by Jack Shure (left) and ‘Cover Up’ by Reen Barrera (right)
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Los Angeles, CA (April 13, 2021) - Thinkspace Projects is pleased to present two brand new
solo exhibitions, and additional work in their viewing room. In Gallery One, Jack Shure’s debut
solo show with the gallery will be on view. ‘Soul Sanitizer’ is a collection of work created to
represent how Jack Shure views and digests the world around him. Made up of an
amalgamation of styles and subjects, Shure creates an intentionally cryptic narrative of his own
personal journey from childhood to parenthood. Using art as a tool for comprehension and
processing, the act of creating work becomes his “soul sanitizer,” the vehicle for healing and
introspection.

In Gallery Two, Reen Barrera presents his newest solo show, ‘Cluster Fudge.’ Barrera has taken
the idiom “it’s written all over your face” to heart and beyond, crafting his work around a central
character he created early on in his career as an artist. Ohlala embodies Barrera’s thoughts,
displaying them through a variety of colors painted on the being’s face. This serves as a

http://thinkspaceprojects.com/


mechanism to silently communicate, focusing on the unspoken rather than what is loud and
clear, and leading to conversations about socioeconomic differences. Through acrylic, oil, and
aerosol he crafts this work, embracing accidents like drips, smudges, and splatters, allowing
these to lead him to the final product. .

These shows open June 5, 2021. On view until June 26, 2021 at Thinkspace Projects.

About Thinkspace
Thinkspace was founded in 2005; now in LA’s thriving West Adams District, the gallery has
garnered an international reputation as one of the most active and productive exponents of the
New Contemporary Art Movement. Maintaining its founding commitment to the promotion and
support of its artists, Thinkspace has steadily expanded its roster and diversified its projects,
creating collaborative and institutional opportunities all over the world. Founded in the spirit of
forging recognition for young, emerging, and lesser-known talents, the gallery is now home to
artists from all over the world, ranging from the emerging, mid-career, and established.
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